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SUBJECT  
 
An overview and potential response to the Federal notice that Washington State’s payment 
system for mental-health services violates federal procurement laws.  
 
SUMMARY 
 
This briefing is intended to provide background information and a status report regarding update 
about what is happening in response to the letter to the State of Washington from the Center for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services1 (CMS) which announced that the federal government has 
deemed that the State of Washington’s process for procurement of Regional Support Network 
(RSN) administration services is “invalid” (Attachment 1). 
 
There is conjecture about why this has happened, and why it happened now.  But apparently 
there has been an ongoing examination by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
regarding how states administer their mental health systems.  This has been a several year 
process initiated by GAO and the Inspector General examining Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS) practices.  Vermont and Pennsylvania were identified first for violating 

                                                 
1 The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), previously known as the Health Care Financing 
Administration (HCFA), is a federal agency within the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) that administers the Medicare program and works in partnership with state governments 
to administer Medicaid, the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), and health insurance 
portability standards. In addition to these programs, CMS has other responsibilities, including the 
administrative simplification standards from the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 (HIPAA), quality standards in long-term care facilities (more commonly referred to as nursing 
homes) through its survey and certification process, and clinical laboratory quality standards under the 
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments. 
 



this competitive bid process in the same manner that Washington is now identified as not being 
competitive enough.   
 
It is stated in the Washington State statutes governing community mental healthcare that the 
State gives counties the first right to opt in to run their local RSN and King County has chosen to 
do so.  In 1994 King County started preparing for managed care and April 1, 1995 implemented 
the County-run RSN system.   
Acting in accordance with the new CMS declaration would require the Washington State to 
make legislated changes.  CMS recognizes that the State will have to carry on its 
responsibilities and to the extent possible conduct business as usual for some time until new 
legislation is developed and adopted.  As this is worked on in the next legislative session not 
only will the issue of how to procure RSN administration be debated, it is likely that questions 
may resurface yet again about whether there should even be RSNs instead of a single 
statewide system. 
 
In the meantime, if the State were to choose to pursue a legal fight with the federal government 
over this finding, CMS could disapprove all of the state amendments and even stop giving 
federal matching dollars to the State.  Such a legal battle could feasibly land at 9th District Court 
of Appeals.  It is speculated that there is little likelihood the State will push the legal opposition 
far. 
 
That leaves two likely / viable options in response to the CMS declaration: an open procurement 
RFP to procure mental health administration services or moving instead to a cost 
reimbursement model.  Some professionals think it is likely that the State will employ the option 
of going through a more open procurement process. There seems to be little to no support for 
returning to a fee for service model.  King County's case rate payment system is the preferred 
model for the future of healthcare. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Washington State Health Care Authority oversees the state’s two top health care 
purchasers — Medicaid and the Public Employees Benefits Board (PEBB) Program, as well as 
other programs. The Health Care Authority oversees eight health care programs one of which is 
the Medicaid and Medical Assistance Programs.  Medicaid is the largest Washington State 
medical assistance program, providing health care coverage to approximately 1.2 million low-
income Washington residents. About two-thirds of Medicaid's clients are children covered by 
Apple Health for Kids. Medicaid's costs are shared by the state and federal governments. 
 
In July 2009 the DSHS Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse and the Mental Health Division 
merged to become the Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery - DBHR.  Through this 
integration, DBHR works to assess and treat patients with co-occurring mental health and 
substance use disorders.  Their longer term vision calls for the fullest possible integration of 
behavioral health and primary care services under health reform, creating a person-centered 
health care home for all DSHS clients, to meet all of their health needs. 
 
With community, state and national partners, DBHR provides evidence-based, cost-effective 
services that support the health and well-being of individuals, families and communities in 
Washington State.  During the economic downturn, DBHR was able to demonstrate the 
economic, social, and health benefits  that result from providing quality behavioral health 
services, which far outweigh the costs of providing the services These benefits include lower 
crime and criminal justice-related costs, lower medical costs, less reliance on public assistance, 
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higher rates of employment and worker productivity, fewer children in need of foster care, and 
lower school dropout rates (see http://www.dshs.wa.gov/pdf/dbhr/BH%20Redesign.pdf). 
 
The Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery contracts with eleven Regional Support 
Networks (RSNs) to administer community mental health programs.  Services are provided for 
people who are Medicaid-eligible2.  RSNs are made up of counties or groups of counties except 
in Pierce where the RSN is operated by Optum Health. 
 
The RSNs are responsible for: 

• Subcontracting with licensed community mental health agencies to provide services 
• Managing involuntary treatment services 
• Ensuring services are provided to those with serious mental illnesses. 

 
King County Mental Health, Chemical Abuse & Dependency Services (MHCADS) is a division of 
the Department of Community and Human Services. The MHCADS Division manages the 
mental health system in King County and serves as the RSN for King County. It is responsible 
for policy setting, financial management and the quality of services, as well as the responsibility 
for authorizing and coordinating client care. Community mental health centers contract with 
MHCADSD to provide a wide variety of mental health treatment and residential services. 
 
Managed care is a system of care where access, quality of care and costs are carefully 
managed. Managed care within the King County Mental Health Plan3 provides: 

• An individualized assessment by a mental health professional to ensure a treatment plan 
that meets your needs  

• Opportunity for active participation by clients and families in treatment planning, 
selection goals  

• Culturally appropriate services  
• Service coordination with other agencies or systems as necessary  
• Timely access to services  
• Quality of care review. 

 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
1. Letter from Centers for Medicare& Medicaid Services - Department of Health & Human 

Services to Washington State Health Care Authority, dated July 5 2013 
2. News articles and opinion pieces about the federal directive regarding payment system for 

mental health services 

                                                 
2 It is the state’s arrangements with its RSNs to provide behavioral health services to Medicaid 
beneficiaries and the Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) regulation that limit the use of 
Medicaid grant funds to “allowable costs,” which is at issue. 
3 The Mental Health Plan, also sometimes referred to as Prepaid Health Plan, is the state-funded 
managed care system of mental health services and supports. 
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Winner of Nine Pulitzer Prizes

Local News

Originally published Friday, July 19, 2013 at 7:5zPM

Feds put state's mental-health system in jeopardy
Under a new federal directive, the state's longstanding mental-health system couid effectiveiy be
dismantled and rebuilt. The surprise notice from the feds could put Washington's mental-health
system in the hands ofprivate insurers.

By Maureen O'Hagan

Seattle Times staff reporter

A surprise notice from the federal government could put Washington's mental-health system in
the hands of private insurers, reversing 20 years of history.

The notice, which arrived earlier this month, said the state's pa¡,rnent system for mental-health
services violates federal procurement laws. Considering it's a $Soo million question - and the
state has 9o days to develop a corrective plan of action - state officials are scrambling.

"To put it bluntly, this is not something we were anticipating," said Nathan Johnson, policy
director at the Washington Health Care Authority. "It came out of the blue."

The counties, which administer most of the state's services for people with serious mental
illness, got word of the problem last week in a conference call with state officials. After the state
broke the news, "there was dead silence" among the regional officials, said Sen. Linda Evans
Parlette, R-Wenatchee, majority coalition caucus chair.

Under this new federal directive, the state's longstanding mental-health system could
effectively be dismantled and rebuilt. That means the counties could find themselves out of a
job - an admittedly thankless one, but one that has broad implications.

"The uncertainty is rather nerve-wracking," Parlette said.

Since 1993, most services for people with serious mental illness have been managed by what are
known as Regional Support Networks (RSNs). Counties have a right of first refusal to serve as

the local RSN, and all but one (Pierce) have signed on for the job.

Medicaid dollars are funneled to the RSNs, which in turn can contract out for services ranging
from counseling to housing support and everything in between. The RSNs receive funds based
on the number of patients, making it a capitated system (pa¡rment per person, rather than a
payment per service provided).

Some other states have similar systems, and the feds have approved this arrangement for years.

But a federal audit of another state found a problem with it. In a July 5 letter, the federal
government said the system violates federal procurement laws.

In essence, it's an accounting problem, rather than a problem with the services themselves.
There are two ways to remedy it: either open the RSNs to competitive bidding or switch to a fee

-for-service model.

Page I of2
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The state is considering.challenging the federal directive. At the same time, officials are

examining the options. A fee-for-service model, Parlette said, would be "like going backward."
The morelikely scenario involves opening it up to competitive bidding from the public and
private sectors - which has its own hurdles.

"It would be concerning if money is being taken out of King County to go to profit and not being
used for services," said Amnon Shoenfeld, the county's director of mental-health services.

So far, no one can say how this might affect people receiving services. But they do agree on one

thing: If the state does not succeed in challenging the directive, it's going to be a big deal.

Bither option suggested by the feds would require a change in state law. And going through the
competitive biddilg process, Shoenfeld said, would be "a lot of work and a lot of money. And
we've got other things to do."

M aur e en O' H ag an : 2 o 6 - 46 4- 2 5 6 z or mohag an @ s eattletime s. c om
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Editorials

Originally published Monday, July zz,2o1B at 4:oB PM

Editorial: Feds make a hash of state's mental-health
systern
An obscure federal auditing issue may require the state to quickly tear up its outpatient mental-
health system.

Seattle Times Editorial

THE U.S. Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services informed the state of Washington that
the state's outpatient mental-health system violated federal procurement laws, as articulated in
OMB CircularA-87.

Hope that didn't lose you. That accountant-speak is bone-dry.

But the consequences of the July 5 ietter are huge, and will require immediate, focused
attention by state officials and lawmakers.

The letter potentially requires Washington to tear up a two-decades-old county-based mental-
health system and open it to competitive bidding. At more than $7So million ayear, it would be
one of the state's largest open bids ever for a state service, and would have broad impact on
more than 135,ooo mentally ill people served by the system.

All of this is just potential, because the state Department of Social and Health Services and
attorney general are picking apart the legal reasoning and weighing an appeal. If not, the state
needs to start responding within 9o days.

The federal agency's letter is odd because it isn't based on the quality of care,, which is_ an open
question. Its óbjeótion involves the state's capped payrnents to county-based Regional Support
Networks, and whether those payments should be open to bidding. Again, bone-dry stuff.

This objection is doubly odd because federal regulators have signed off on the structure of
Washington's outpatient system since the earþ r99os. This smacks of federal bureaucracy at its
worst.

But if the agency's objection holds, the Department of Social and Health Services needs to
immediately work on Plan B, involving open bidding or an even more complicated process of
folding the publicly funded outpatient system into existing health plans. This is a huge time-
suck for mental-health staffknee-deep in an underfunded system, and also grappling with the
Affordable Care Act's Medicaid expansion.

Ultimately, the Legislature would need to act. A change this big should require extensive input
from mental-health advocates, patients, providers, administrators, insurers and law
enforcement. All within the next six months.

What a mess. To the federal auditor who settled on this issue, thanks for nothing.

http:llseattletimes,com/html/editorialsl2021450548 editmentalhealth23xml.html 08/08/2013
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NewsObserver.com
Next Story >

Transformer failure at Harris nuclear plant triggers emergency alert

Feds challenge Wash. mental health system
Published: August 4, 2A13

By MIKË BAKER * Assaciated Press

OLYMPIA, Wash. * The federal government has indicated there are problems with the sys{em
Washington state uses to deliver mental health services, and officials say hundreds of millions of dollars

could be at risk unless changes are made.

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services said in a recent letter that state officials aren't going

through a proper bidding process for regional networks. lf the state doesn't change tourse, federal
support could be pulled.

"CMS has a fair amount of power in this relationship," said Jane Beyer, assistant secretary for behavior

health issues at the state Department of Social and Health Services.

Regional Support Networks in Washington administer mental health seryices in the state, with many

counties joining together to operate wìthin the same regìonal network. The idea behind the networks is to

keep mental health services at the lacal-government level, since there is a close relationship between

mental health problems and local courts, law enforcement and jails.

Democratic state Sen. Jeannie Darneìlle said she sees pitfalls of moving away from that model and
providing open bidding. The winning provider may not be aligned with the same goals as local officials,

and some reglons of the state may not even draw bids.

Right now, the state is undergoìng a task force review of broader issues, and Darneìlle wants to wait until

that process has been completed before making any rnajorchanges. That may be in 2015.

"lt's really incumbent on us to do it in a thoughtful way - not ta rush ahead," Darneille said.

ln a letter sent last month, the federal govetnment suggested the state should have a plan to correct the

system in 9û days and should change the law when lawmakers return to Olympia early next year.

Darneille acknowledged that the federal government could play hard ball and demand swift change, but

she believes the state can make a strong case that the process should take time.

Beyer said the state has some questìons about some of the conclusìons that CMS reached and wants to

have a broader discussion with federal officials.

Barbara Ëdwards, the director of the Disabled and Ëlderly Health Programs Group at CMS, said the
issues identified ìn Washington came up as part of a general review. She said the letter seeking changes

was based upon the government's current understanding of Washington's system, but she noted that both

sides were having conversations right now and that the state has a chance to make the case that the

current system is OK.

"This is really justthe beginring of a more in-depth examination of the situation," Ëdwalds said.

Ëdwards emphasized that CMS recognizes the value of the programs the state provides.

http://www.newsobserver.coml20l3l0810413082530/feds-challenge-wash-mental-health.h. ,. 0810812013
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"lt's certainly not our intent to ever create a challenge for consumers to get the servìces they need,"
Edwards said.

Back to Top
< Previous Story

US jobless claims at 6-year low, but hiring lags
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